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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTKR I
INTRODUCTION
The acceptance or rejection of over a million ap¬
plicants for admission into our Colleges and Universi¬
ties is one of the gravest problems of our present day
education program*

Our Colleges can take only a limited

number of these applicants and upon their choice rests
the education of the nation*
Present Day Enrollments -«• With the end of World
War Two, college enrollment in the United States increased
greatly.
Colleges all over the country expanded their facili¬
ties in order to accommodate the veteran student*

In

1939 there were about 1,400,000 students in colleges and
in 1948 there were 2,408,249 students enrolled in colleges
in the United States* (i)

This increase in enrollment has

put a great strain on the educational system of this coun¬
try*
Admissions and Withdrawals in Our Colleges -- Ruth
Strang wrote in 1934 that each year American colleges
admit one third of a million students*

Of the number,

approximately sixty-five percent leave the institution
without graduating*

U)

Mortality (withdrawal from college)

Collier*s Yearbook, - (1948 and 1949)

is usually higher among men although there are marked
institutional differences*The greatest mortality
is found in the expected order* freshmen* sophomores*
juniors end seniors*
ces mortality*

The type of institution influen¬

Colleges with high selective standards

of selection end orientation average fifty percent or
higher*
Order of Mortality -- Colleges of arts and sciences
within universities show highest gross mortality*

How¬

ever in net mortality the colleges rank as follows*
Home Economics* Commerce* Agriculture* Liberal Arts
and Sciences* Engineering* Education and Law*
Causes for Leaving — A major cause of leaving
college before graduation is failure to do satisfactory
work*

It is also generally recognized that many students

tend to be misfits in the college they have entered*
These facts indicate the need for a study of the ad¬
mission policies of colleges and universities and for
research directed toward identifying the itms of in¬
formation on which admission should be based*
Procedures for Determining Admission — In most
colleges procedures for determining admission involve
using one or more of the following types of data for
the identification of students supposedly able or likely

Strang* Ruth - Personal Development and Guidance
in College and Secondary School* p* 341*

3

to maintain an acceptable level of achievement#^)
1#

High School Diploma

2#

High School Transcript

3.

High School Subject Certificates

4#

Hank in High School Class

5#

College SSitrance Examination

6#

Examination by Institution

7#

Intelligence or Aptitude Tests

8#

Principal^ Recommendation

9.

Personal Interview

History

of College Entrance Requirements — Until

about 1870 each American college eeleoted its own stu¬
dents primarily by examinations in subjects and according
to local standards#

Since there were no general standards

as to what constituted a college, there could be no gen¬
eral standards or procedures for admission#

In 1871 the

inspecting and accrediting of high schools by universities
was first undertaken#^)

The year 1892 saw the first co¬

operative setting of standards between colleges and secon¬
dary schools#

By 1915 the so-called Carnegie Unit, based

on semester hours of study under standard conditions, had
become generally used by those colleges which admitted
students on the basis of secondary school work#

For other

institutions the College Entrance Examination Board provided

(3) Kurani, H. A. - Selecting the College Student in America.
p# 124#
(3 4) Duff us, R. L# - Democracy Enters College#

p# 244.

-4-

a iw&ns of uniformity.(5)

By m9

2a6tera tnatitu-

tions v.ere admitting students on the basis of the College
Board Examination rather than preparatory school eertifi*>

cates*
After 191S some institutions administered intelligence
tests as a means of guidance or of determining the admission
of students not presenting appropriate certificates or
units*
In 1926 the College Board adopted "acholastio - apti¬
tude teats" as supplementary instruments*

In recent years,

admission procedures have been expanded to include the in¬
spection oi the students1 social and economic background,
personal characteristics, and educational and vocational
plans*

Comprehensive achievement tests in various subjects

have been used at the time of admission for selecting stu¬
dents in currieuluma end subjects*
i

Admission Standards — Admission standards are in¬
creasingly being defined in terms of specific knowledge
*

end skill and soeoific traits directly measured instead
of time spent under standard conditions in a secondary
school*
There is still, however, much variation among institu¬
tions in regard to the b&sls of admission*

About sixty-

three percent require a complete transcript of high school
credits*About twenty-thres percent of the colleges

'^

The Work of the College Entrance lamination Bo&rd* p* 300*
Monroe, Walter 3* id. - Encyclopedia of Educational
Besesr ch* p* 52

£ .

•5*

admit students on the basis of the high school diploma.
Many of the colleges have now done away with the College
Entrance Examination as a method of entrance*
As long as the aims and standards of the different
colleges and even ourrieuluma within colleges differ so
widely*

it is impossible to determine general admission

criteria*

Each institution must do its own research to

determine its own admission standards*
With the magnitude of this admissions problem in
mind, one can only hope to do his part in trying to de¬
termine the validity of his own institution’s admission
standards*
Methods of Verifying the Problem — By reviewing
the achievements of students in the University of Massa¬
chusetts and comparing their records with the standards
of admissions that were used, it is hoped that the ad¬
missions officers will be helped in their choice of pos¬
sible candidates, and that the great waste of human
effort will be lessened by fewer students dropping out
of this institution and by better grades being obtained
for those who are admitted*

mmsja
mnm

of fast shjdies os we mmmcK

Of SUCCESS IS COUJCHt tUffRAfAtlCS*

1*

_

CHAPTER II
REVIEW 03? PAST STUDIES OH THE PREDICTION Op SUCCESS IN
COLLEGE MATHEMATICS
Prediction of College Success «« lhare has been
much work done by eduo&tors all over this country
with the one goal in view* that of predicting success
in college*

Each of these educators tries to find a

formula for keeping the failure from ever getting into
college*

He wants the thousands of failures in college

replaced by students who will make a success in college,
and he hopes to make this replacement before the fail¬
ure even enters college*
As can be seen by college records, these educators
have failed to find such a formula*

All that they have

succeeded in doing is to out down the failures to some
extent, and to bring their findings to the eyes of the
public*

This chapter will review the findings of some

of these educators*

As will be seen from this review not

all of the results agree*
Overall Prediction — In the study made by Ruth Byrons^1) in 1935, one finds a correlation of *459 between
the intelligence test scores and college freshman grades*
Her study was based on 250 students registered in the

Byrons, Ruth and Eennon, V*A*0* - "Long Range Pre¬
diction of College Achievement" School and Society

XLI (June 29, 1935). pp« 877-880*
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University of Wisconsin,

Ruth Byrons comes to the

rather definite conclusion that lack of ability can
be determined in a high school student#
A study by Rosenfeld(2) in 1938 made on 200 stu¬
dents that attended both the Detroit elementary schools
and Wayne University shows e correlation of #46 between
the Advanced Intelligence Test and success as measured
by the honor point averages in Wayne University#
Crawford and Burnham^3), in 1932, found a corre¬
lation of #47 between College Entrance Board Examina¬
tion grades and average oollege freshman grades, while
a correlation of #57 wee found between average high
school grades and average college freshman grades.

This

reveals that the high school grades are much better for
prediotion than the College Entrance Examination.

Their

study was made on 3,277 Yale students*
In 1935 Picked 4) found that high school grades
were the best method of predicting sueoess in college#
His study concerned the relative value of the Minnesota
College Aptitude test and average high school grades# He
(%)I

Icosenfeld, M«A# and Hemsak, C#L# "Long Range Pre¬
diction of College Marks* School and Society XLVII
(January 22, 1938)# pp# 127-128#
•

*

*

*

'

?,

Vy

I* i .

(s)

Crawford, A#B# and Burnham, P#S.
"Entrance Examina¬
tions and College Achievement" School and Society
XXXVI (September 10, 1932)# pp# 344-352, 378-384#

(4)

Fioken, C.E.
"Predicting Achievement in the Liberal
Arts Colleges11 School and Society XLII (October 12,
1935)# pp. 518-520.

8-

found correlations of from .55 to *68 “between average
high school grades and grades obtained in the freshman
year at college.
Minzner(5) in 1940 devotes an entire chapter of
his Master1* Thesis to a review of the studies made by
educators on the correlation of different criteria with
college success.

He comes to no definite conclusions

in this chapter hut he does review the findings of most
of the educators that did this type of work up to 1940.
Not as much work has been done on suocess in the
specific subjects as in the overall field of college
success, but the results of these works will be put down
in this chapter.

Minzner in 1940 devotes several pages

to a review of the studies of educators before 1940 on
the prediction of success in specific subjects in college.
This study will try not to duplicate Minzner’s findings.
In 1945 Leonard(6) found

the following correlations.

Average correlation between general mental tests and col*
lege success in English Is .38 and in Mathematics .36.
Average correlation between general achievement testa and
college sucoess in English is .42 and in mathematics .45.

(5)

Minzner# Raymond A. * "Prediction of Grades in College
physios.* Master** Thesis. 1941. Massachusetts State
College.

(6)

Leonard, J. Paul - "Gollege Entrance Requirements,
Can We Pace the Evidence On?" School Review (June,
1945). pp. 327-335.

-9-

Leonard, then states, “There is obviously little relation*
ship between general college success and scores on achieve¬
ment te8tsf mental tests, aptitude tests“*
Keller^ /) states that other attempts have been
made to discover the relationship between scores on tests
in special subjects in High School and success in these
same subjects in College*

Such correlations as the fol¬

lowing are typical* in English *64$ and in Mathematics
• 61*
In a study at the University of Oregon, C* P* Kossack(* * * 8) states that of the different factors he considered
for determining a student*a possible success in a first
course in college mathematics, the two most important
factors were the student*s grade on a placement test, and
his high school mathematics score*

Ho found that the score

on a psychological test, the soholastic high school rank,
and the number of years since graduation were not important*
Scott^9) found in 1941 that the number of mathematics
courses taken in high school had a slight significance in
predicting probable success in college mathematics*
(?)

Keller, M*W. and Jonah, H.P*S. “Measures for Predic¬
ting Success in a Pirst Course in College Mathematics*1*
The Mathematics Teacher* XLI (December, 1948)* p* 350.

(8)

Kossack, C.P*
"Mathematics Placement at the University
of Oregon“• The American Mathematical Monthly* XXIX
(April, 1942)* pp7 234-23*7*

(9)

Scott, W.M. end Gill, J.P. "A Prediction of Pupil Suoceea in College Algebra*. The Mathematics Tetcher.
XXXIV, (April, 1941). pp. 357-359.
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From a study of about 900 engineering students*
Iriok(^) coneluded that the soore on the mathematics
placement or training test was the bast single factor
for predicting a student’s success in a first course
in college mathematics#

High school grades and rank

in the high school graduating classes were next in pre¬
dictive value#
Douglass and Michaelsont11) found that the average
mark in high school mathematics had a definite correla¬
tion with

the average college mark in every field,

The

data also indicated that* in the prediction of success
in elementary college mathematics* the average high school
grade in mathematics and the average high school mark in
all subjects are of approximately equal merit#
Summary -- This chapter shows that there has been
much work done on the prediction of success in college#
Some of the studies do not agree and some of them coin¬
cide almost perfectly#

As the subject in each study is

the human being* this disagreement is only to be expected#
It is very encouraging to find that every study shows that
high B<h ool grades are
*

one of the best methods of pre-

' *

t

%

*

dieting success in college#
U°) Irick* P*E.
"A Study of Factors Related to Engineering
Mathematics at Purdue University". Master’s Thesis*
1945. Purdue University# *
C11) Douglass, H.R# and Michaelson, J.H. "The Relation of
High School Mathematics to College Marks and of the
Other Factors to College Marks in Mathematics"# School
Review# XLIV (October 1936)# pp. 615-619.

.11

The following pages of this study will be de¬
voted to the predictive values of high school grades$
and entrance tests in the University of Massachusetts*
The results will be compared with past studies and a
conclusion will be at least suggested*
(

CHAPTER IH
STATEMENT OP PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE.

CHAPTER III
8TATSERHT OF PROBLEM AMD OUTLINE OP PROCEDURE
Statement of Problem — This problem is primarily
a study of the methods used in selecting students for
entrance into the University of Massachusetts#

It does

not criticize or condone the methods of acceptance#

It

merely compares the methods with the results obtained
by the students of the class of 1951 in the University
of Massachusetts#
Subjects and Materials — The class of 1951 was
selected for the study* as it is the first class since
the war that is not predominantly veterans#

The class

was first divided up into three groups* veterans* trans¬
fers* and those students direct from high school#

The

veterans and transfers had to be eliminated to a greet
degree* as their high school records were not available#
This problem is the study of the records of about
three hundred and fifty students from the class of 1951
at the University of Massachusetts#

It does not include

about fifty students whose high school records were not
available#
General Procedure — All of the material had to
come from the records* office and this necessitated a
set of cards on which to write each student*s high school
and college records#
one of these cards#

The appendix contains a replica of

13

A separate card was made out for each studentf
and as many of the blanks on the card were filled
in as was possible from the

University’s records.

It is unfortunate that the records at the

Uni¬

versity of Massachusetts do not give the student*s
high school average in all subjects*

Other studies

reveal that the high school average gives a higher
correlation with college grades than any other cri¬
terion*
After these cards were complete, several scat¬
ter diagrams were made from the cards*

This problem

pictures these scatter diagrams and tries to explain
in a logical way the importance of each*

CHAPTER IV
ORGANIZATION OF DATA

CHAPTER IV
ORGANIZATION OP DATA
This chapter is a presentation of the facts found
in the examination of the dean’s records at the Univer¬
sity of Massachusetts*

It is a record of the scholastic

achievement of the students in the class of 1951 at
the University of Massachusetts.
The Comparison of High School Averages and College
Averages in Mathematics — The most common method of
selecting students for college is by their high school
average*
versity

This is one of the methods used in the
of Massachusetts*

Uni¬

On page 15 there is a scat¬

ter diagram* No* I9 made from the class of 1951 at the
University of Massachusetts*

It plots the high school

mathematics average of each student against his firstyear mathematics average in oollege*
Results of Study — Scatter diagram No* I shows
a correlation of *46 between high school and oollege
averages in mathematics*

This correlation is not very

high* yet a study of the scatter diagram reveals many
very interesting facts*
Record of Students Whose High Sohool Averages were
90 or Above — In the class of 1951 there were fiftyseven students who received a 90 or better average in
high school mathematics*

Of these fifty-seven students*

eleven received an average of 90 or above in mathematics

-15-

16*

•

in college while only two failed the course.

There

were twenty-six who received grades in the eighties,
fourteen in the seventies and four in the sixties*
This shows that only 3*5$ of the students that were in
the above group failed and that 19.3$ maintained a 90
average in college.

Sven more revealing is the fact

that from this group 89.5$ received a grade of at least
70$ and 96.5$ completed the mathematics requirements.
These students certainly would appear to he good risks
so far as college mathematics is concerned.
Records of Students Whose High School Averages
were in the Sixties — In the class of 1951 there were
only seven students that had high sohool mathematics
averages in the sixties*

Of this group none received

a grade of bettor than 80 in college mathematics*

Three

were in the seventies* two were in the sixties and two
failed the course*

This reveals that 35$ of this group

failed to meet the minimum college requirement in math¬
ematics*
Overall Picture in the Study of High Sohool Aver¬
ages — This scatter diagram shows that 7.7$ of the stu¬
dents that begin mathematics in the University of Massa¬
chusetts fail to p&S3 the mathematics requirements in the
first year*

It shows that those students who received a

90 average in high school mathematics have a much better
ehanoe of passing college mathematics than does a student
who barely passed mathematics in high school*

17.

This scatter diagram also shows that of the 33
students that received 90 in college mathematics, 33$
were from the 90 high school group, 61$ were from the
80 high school average group, 6$ were from the 70 high
school average group and not a single student from the
«

•

•

60 high school average group was above 90$*
It would seem from these results • that ....
the better
»

•

a student Is in high school mathematics, the better he
will, be in college mathematics*

As is seen from the

scatter diagram, there are many exceptions, but as a
•

general rule it will be more true than not*

*

It also

seems fair to suggest that no student whose grade is
below 70 in high school mathematics should be admitted
into the University of Massachusetts unless other qualifications are found which out-weigh the probability
of little success in freshman Mathematics*
The Comparison of High School Averages and Col¬
lege Averages in English — Scatter Diagram IJo* II
plots the high school
English average of each student
....
»

against his

.

.

•

first-year English average in college*

Results of Study — Scatter Diagram Ho* II shows
a correlation of .28 between high school and college
averages in English*

This is a rather low correlation,

yet a closer examination of the scatter diagram reveals
some interesting facts*
Records of Students Miose High School Averages
were 90 or Above — In the class of 1951 there were 78

18-

!S!«7j'B

fl«g* t

students who received a 90 or better average in high
school English.

Jrom this group three received a 90

average in college English while only one failed.
Twenty-seven received an 80 average, thirty-three re¬
ceived a 70 average and four received a 60 average.
This reveals that from the group 5.8$ received a grade
of 90, 47.5$ received a grade of 80, 42*%# received a
grade of 70, 5.2$ received a grade of 60, while only
1.3$ failed.
Records of Students Whose High School Averages
were Below 70 — In this group there were only four
students.

Hone of these students received a grade of

better than 80$, yet all of them pas sed the freshman
English requirements.

Seventy-five percent of this

group were in the 70 range and 25$ were in the 60
range.
Overall pioture — This comparison of high school
averages and college averages in English reveals the
need of another criterion for the selection of students
High school grades in English should not be used to any
great extent in the selection of entering students at
the

University.
A Comparison of First Year Averages vs. Grades on

the Achievement Tests -- A very popular means of admis¬
sion into some colleges is the college achievement test
Scatter Diagram Ho. Ill plots the first year average of

20-

•

students in the class of 1951 against the grades that
these same students received in an achievement test
given by the University of Massachusetts upon admit¬
tance Into the school*
Results of Study — Scatter Diagram Ho* III shews
a correlation of *37 between the achievement test and
grade of students in their first year of college*
• ■

' *’■

As
'

.**«u * »

>

can be seen from the soatter diagram there is a slight
trend for those pupils who did well on the achievement
test to do well in college, but there are so many ex¬
ceptions that there can be little use for this particu¬
lar achievement test*
Average Grades within the Different Percentiles —
The average grade in the separate percentiles is shown
by the red line on scatter diagram Ho* III*

As can be

seen from the soatter diagram, the highest averages are
in the upper 20 percentile while the lowest ones are in
the lower 20 percentile*

This average is at e high of

11% in the 8th and 9th percentile and at a low of 70*5%'

in the 1st percentile*
Overall Picture of the Achievement Test as a Means
of forecasting fflrst Tear College Averages •* It is
readily seen from Scatter Diagram Ho* III that if the
achievement test could be given to all students

applying

for admission into college and could be used as a method
of admission, that the students would be admitted who
would tend to do better work in the

University*

-2£-

A Comparison of First Year Mathematics Averages
T8» Grades on the Achievement Testa — Scatter Diagram
No# III reveal® that the achievement test i® of little
u«e in forecasting a student’s freshman average#

This

fact alone should not lead one to throw out the test a®
useless#

A closer examination may show the test to he

a good measure for testing students in certain subjects#
The first course that was examined was the freshman
mathematics course#

The achievement teat percentiles

were plotted against the mathematics averages of the
different students from the class of 1951 at the

Uni¬

versity of K&ssaohusetts#
Results of Study — Scatter Diagram No# IV shows
a correlation of #214 between the achievement test per¬
centiles and a student’s grades in mathematics#
Overall Picture of Scatter Diagram No# IV —
This scatter diagram shows a slight trend for the
better students to do well in the achievement test,
yet the exceptions are so numerous as to prohibit any
extensive use of the scatter diagram#
A Comparison of the Numerical Part of the Achieve¬
ment Test and ffirst Year Mathematics Averages — A
closer examination of the achievement test reveals
that it is made up of two parts*

The two parts are

composed of a verbal section and a numerical section#
Scatter Diagram No# V plots the percentiles received in
numerical part of the achievement test against the math-

-23-
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emetics averages of the different students from the
class of 1951 in the
Results of Study

University of Massachusetts*
Scatter Diagram Ho* V shows

a correlation of *39 between the numerical part of the
achievement test and the college mathematics grades*
This correlation is rather low and would seem to be
of little use*

A closer look at the scatter diagram

will nevertheless reveal that not a single student in
the upper ten percentile received a grade of less than
seventy percent in mathematics in his first year in
college*
Comparison of the Upper and Lower Ten Percentile
— In the upper ten percentile, one finds about 24#
of the students above 90 in their college mathematics,
about 34# in the eighties and 42# in the seventy range*
In the lowest percentile one finds 5# of the students
in the 80 bracket, 34# in the 70 bracket, 37# in the
60 bracket and about 24# in the group that failed the
course*
Overall Picture of Scatter Diagram Ho* V — This
scatter diagram shows a decided trend for those students
who do well in the numerical section of the achievement
test to do well in college mathematics*

As one sees from

the scatter diagram, there are still many fliers on the
chart*

It shows that this section of the achievement

test may

be used as an aid for choosing students for
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college* yet it must not be used as the only means of
acceptance#
A Comparison of the Achievement Te-t and ffirst
Year English Averages •• Scatter Biagram ho# VI plots
the results on the achievement test against the first
year English grades of all the students in the class
of 1951 at the University of Massachusetts#
Results of Study -- Scatter Biagram Ho. VI shows
a correlation of #43 between the achievement test and
the college English grades#

Although this correlation

is not too high it is high enough to be of some use#
A look at the scatter diagram reveals that there is a
decided trend for the better results on the achievement
test to do better in English#

There are some fliers in

this diagram but they are to be expected#
Records of Students of the Upper and Lower Ten
Percentile — In the upper ten percentile one finds that
the class average is 78# 7# while in the lower ten percen¬
tile it is• only 68.0$.

One also finds that
in the upper
..

ten percentile 6# of the students received grades of above
90, 41# received 80f 44# received 70, 9# received 60 and
no students failed the course#

In the lower ten percen¬

tile one finds no students above 90, only 4# of the stu¬
dents received 80, 39# received 70, 44# received 60 end
13# failed the course#
Overall Picture of Scatter Biagram Ho# VI — Scatter
Biagram Ho# VI shows a very decided trend for the better
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students on the achievement test to do hotter in college
English.

There are several fliers in the chart hut not

enough to discredit the chart#

This scatter diagram

reveals a method of choosing the better students for
English*

It is not fool-proof, yet it is a good baro¬

meter for picking out the better English students#
A Comparison of the Verbal Part of the Achievement
Test and the First Year English Averages •• Scatter
Diagram ho# VII plots the percentiles received in the
verbal part of the achievement test against the English
averages of the different students from the class of
1951 in the University of Massachusetts*
Results of Study — Scatter Diagram No* VII shows
a correlation of .49 between the verbal part of the
achievement test and the college English grades#

Al¬

though this is not as high as one could hope for, it
is by far the best correlation found thus far in this
problem#

In this chart one sees that the better re¬

sults on the verbal section of the achievement test do
point to the better students in college English.

There

are a few fliers but they are the exception rather than
the rule#
Records of Students of the Upper and Dower Ten Per¬
centile -- In the upper ten percentile

of the stu¬

dents received a grade of above 90 in college English
while no person from this group failed to attain a pas¬
sing grade of 60#

Forty percent of the students from

29-
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this group attained an 80 average, 45# attained a 70
average and 10# attained a 60 average*

In the lower

ten percentile one finds that no person attained a 90
average in English, 3*5# of the students had grades of
80, 41*5# grades of 70 , 38# grades of 60 and 17# of
this group failed the course*
Overall Picture of Scatter Diagram

1;o*

VII ••

Scatter Diagram Ho* VII shows a very decided trend
for the better students on the verbal section of the
achievement test to do better in college English*
This is by far the best meanB found in this problem
for forecasting the future English work of a student
in the University of Massachusetts*

There are still

some fliers in the chart, yet there will be some fli¬
ers as long as human achievements are studied*

.

A Comparison of the ffirst Semester and 3econd
Semester Grades in Mathematics -- Scatter Diagram
Ho* VIII plots the first semester mathematics grade
in college against the second semester grade*

As is

to be expected it does follow a definite pattern*
Results of Study — Scatter Diagram Ho* VIII shows
a correlation of *49 between the first and second semes¬
ter grades in mathematics*
high as one

Ihis correlation is not as

might wish for, but does follow a definite

pattern*
Overall Picture of Scatter Diagram Ho* VIII — A
closer examination of the scatter diagram reveals that

First Semester Mathe a tics Avera

there are many student that do not do as well the
second semester as the first.

This is probably due

to the fact that the first course in mathematics at
the University of Massachusetts is a review of high
school mathematicst while the second semester does
contain many new and foreign concepts in mathematics.
A

Comparison of the Achievement Test and High

School Averages -- Scatter Diagram Ho. IX plots the
percentiles received on the achievement test against
the high school averages of the different students
from the class of 1951 in the University of Massachu¬
setts.
Results of Study — Scatter Diagram Ho* IX shows
a correlation of .23 between the achievement test and
high school grades.

This is a rather low correlation

and would seem to be of little or no use.
Overall Picture of Scatter Diagram Ho. IX -- A
possible explanation for the low correlation between
high school grades and the achievement test at the
University of Massachusetts may
teria do not test the same thing*

be that the two cri¬
If this is the case

then a multiple correlation will reveal it.
A Multiple Correlation of College Mathematics va.
High School Grades and the Achievement Tests — A re¬
view of this study shows a correlation of .46 between
college mathematics and high school grades: a correla¬
tion of .21 between college mathematics and the achieve
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ment test, end #23 between high school grades and the
achievement test*

These results suggest a multiple

correlation#
Results of Study — A multiple correlation of
college mathematics vs# high school grades and the
achievement test reveals a correlation of #54#

This

correlation is much better than any other found in
this study#

It reveala that both the achievement

test and high school grades should be used to select
entering students at the University of ju^asaaohusetts#
It shows that even though the separate methods of se¬
lection are not too accurate, when used together they
make up, to some degree, each other’s deficiencies#
Overall Picture — This study can only show that
a combination of high school grades and rank on the
achievement test should be used as a means of accep¬
tance or rejection into the University of Massachusetts*
It reveals that each method of selection is testing a
different capacity of the student#

Together these

methods of selection should tend to increase the cal¬
iber of the entering students at the University of
Massachusetts*

CHAPTER V
RESTATEMENT OP PROBLEM, CONCLUSIONS, AND LIMITATIONS,

CHAPTER V
JUiSTATjMEBT OF PRCBL.^4 COBCLUSlQIvS. Al<D LIMITATIONS
Statement of Problem — This problem is a study
of the methods used in selecting students for entrance

into the University of Massachusetts*

It compares the

methods of selection with the resulting records of
these students in college*

It attempts to correlate

these comparisons and tries to decide the validity
of the methods of selection.

It compares the results

of the achievement tests that all entering freshmen

are required to take*

It correlates the results of

these tests with the student’s freshman records*
All of these correlations taken together are
shown below:
CORRELATIONS
(1)

High School Averages in Mathematics

(2)

High School Averages in English

(3)

Percentiles on Achievement Test

(4)

Percentiles on the Kumeric&l Section of the Achieve¬
ment test*

(5)

Percentiles on the Verbal Section of the Achieve¬
ment Test

(6)

High School Averages in Mathematics and English

(7)

First Year Grades in College Mathematics

(8)

First Year Grades in College English

(9)

First Year College Averages

36-

(10)

First Semester Grades in College Mathematics

(11)

Second Semester Grades in College Mathematics

7 s • 39

r1.7 *
*2.8 * .28

*3.8 * .43

*9.3 * *37

*5.8 = *49

*3.7 * .21

*10.11 = «49

*3.6 = .83
*7.63 » »S4
Conclusions — The conclusions formulated from
this problem are as followst
The correlation between high school mathematics
and college mathematics is .46.
The correlation between high school English and
college English is .28.
The correlation between first year averages and
grades on the achievement test is .37.
The correlation between college mathematics and
grades on the achievement test is .21.
The correlation between college mathematics and
grades on the numerical part of the achievement test
is .39.
The correlation between college English and grades
on the achievement test is .43.
The correlation between college English and grades

37

on the Terhal pert of the achievement teat is *49*
The correlation between first and second semes¬
ter grades in college mathematics is *49#
The correlation between the achievement test
and high school grades is .23*
4

i

.
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The multiple correlation of college mathematics
*

vs# high school grades and the achievement test is
54#

#

The problem reveals that none of the methods of
selection at the University of Massachusetts have a
high enough correlation to warrant their use as the
only method for acceptance or rejection of a candidate#
Many students in the class of 1951 at the Univer¬
sity of Massachusetts did well in college even though
their high school grades in English and Mathematics
were poor#

This would indicate that other qualifica¬

tions of a student may overcome a deficiency in English
and Mathematics#
Many students in the class of 1951 at the Univer¬
sity of Massachusetts did well In college even though
they were in a low percentile on the achievement test#
This indicates that a low grade on the achievement
test may be overcome by a student, and therefore the
©chievement test must not be used as the only method
of acceptance or rejection of a candidate#
The high school record is a good method of selec¬
ting students for entrance into the University of Massa-

'
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APPENDICES

The following is a facsimile of one of the
cards used to record the data found in the records
of the University of Massachusetts*

Heme _
High

Age _

School __ Prep School

Math.
Plane Geometry
Algebra 1
Algebra 2
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry
Review Math*
College «* Math.
Moth.
Math.
Math.
Math.

Sex
_

Physics
in High School
in College
Chemistry
in High School
in College
English
in High School
in College
Aotitude Test

High School Average

Entrance Exam

Remarks s

First Semester Average

i

'
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